Meeting Minutes

1. Approval of Minutes
   ▪ Minutes from September 10th approved as distributed

2. Proposed Student Learning Outcomes for the Liberal Education Core at UWEC discussion
   ▪ Is additional time spent discussing the 9.10.12 revised Goals and Outcomes draft worthwhile given that ULEC has been notified that at least one additional draft will be forthcoming?
   ▪ Decisions made quickly doesn't serve the institution/students well
   ▪ Was the 9.10.12 revised Goals and Outcomes draft Accreditation-based?
   ▪ Needs to be approved by APC then Senate
   ▪ Major concern is Goal 3 and its outcomes
     ▪ Application piece lost in the rewording
     ▪ Accept personal and social responsibility
       ▪ For what?
       ▪ Who defines if a student is socially responsible versus the approach of how to be socially responsible – different points of view
     ▪ Outcome 9 – why only current issues?
       ▪ If we're not going to actually measure an ethical learning outcome, it should be eliminated
   ▪ E. Weiher suggested that ULEC review the wording in a few other Liberal Education models

Adjourned at: 3:05 PM
Submitted by: S. Forcier
Approved: 9.24.12